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Edward A. Abrams, Director
Division of Hydropower Administration and Compliance
Office of Energy Projects
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street N.E.
Washington, DC 20426

Re: Clarification of Consultation and Timeline for Filing Application for
Amendment of License
Crown Hydro, LLC
Crown Mill Hydroelectric Project No. 11175

Dear Mr. Abrams:

This is in response to your letter of June 18, 2013, with respect to developing a
schedule for the submission of an application for amendment of license for FERC Project No.
11175. Your letter correctly notes that the schedule proposed by Crown Hydro for filing its
intended application for amendment of license does not include the full three-stage consultation
steps that are required by 18 C.F.R. § 4.38 (“Section 4.38”) for specified categories of
applications.

Crown Hydro’s understanding is that it is responsible for providing adequate
consultation with respect to the proposed amendment of license, but that the more formal three-
stage process required under Section 4.38 is required only for those types of applications for
amendment of license specified in Section 4.38(a)(6)(iv) or (v) as follows:
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(6) The pre-filing consultation requirements of this section apply only to an application for:
….
(iv) Amendment to an existing license that would increase the capacity of the project as

defined in § 4.201(b); or
(v) Amendment to an existing license that would not increase the capacity of the project as

defined in § 4.201(b), but that would involve:
(A) The construction of a new dam or diversion in a location where there is no existing

dam or diversion;
(B) Any repair, modification, or reconstruction of an existing dam that would result in a

significant change in the normal maximum surface area or elevation of an
existing impoundment; or

(C) The addition of new water power turbines other than to replace existing turbines.

As indicated in correspondence with Commission staff, Crown Hydro proposes only to relocate
the project’s powerhouse and discharge tunnel. Inasmuch as none of the characteristics specified
in Section 4.36(a)(6)(iv) or (v) describe Crown Hydro’s proposed amendment to the currently
licensed project, Crown Hydro plans to proceed with a consultation plan that, as set forth in its
June 12, 2013, schedule, will provide a draft application for review and comment by interested
agencies and stakeholders, and then respond to any additional information or study requests prior
to filing the amendment application with the Commission.

Crown Hydro has every intention of meeting its responsibilities under the
Commission’s regulations, but time constraints have important implications for the successful
development of the amended project proposal and Crown Hydro cannot voluntarily embrace the
delay inherent in adopting the three-stage consultation process. Moreover, in light of the nature
of the modest changes proposed for the project, Crown Hydro is confident that a draft application
will provide the most meaningful initial consultation document for agencies and interested
stakeholders. Further, because of the considerable time already expended on this project, the
Corps and many other agencies and stakeholders are quite familiar with the scope of the project
as well as the plan to amend the license. Of course, the nature and extent of comments received
will determine the further course and schedule in this pre-filing license amendment process. If
the Commission’s staff is proposing that the full requirements of three-stage consultation under
the Section 4.38 process should apply to Crown Hydro’s proposed license amendment, Crown
Hydro requests clarification confirming this determination and specifying the regulatory
authority that authorizes the imposition of this requirement.

The Commission’s staff has been more than attentive and helpful in specifying
those aspects of the license that require revision and those issues that require Crown Hydro’s
particular attention in the preparation of the license application. Crown Hydro thanks the
Commission staff in advance for the further guidance requested herein confirming Crown
Hydro’s ability to proceed with its preferred consultation process or providing such clarified
directives as the Commission’s staff may identify among the procedural options specified in the
regulations.
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Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.

Yours very truly,

Donald H. Clarke, Esq.
Counsel to Crown Hydropower, LLC


